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ABSTRACT
Globalization or McLuhan’s “Global Village” concept is increasingly getting a clearest shape.
Along with globalization, communication mediums are also developing. They have the
qualities of being digital, interactive, and virtual and are thus “new” mediums of
communication. Due to these qualities, communication mediums are changing form and are
being used by network societies. These mediums also influence individual creativity due to
their interactive use. Individuals can create and share their own visual designs, especially
when employing social networks. Creativity differs from person to person, as it does from
region to region. In this study, visual designs created with new media will be examined and
the concept of vernacular creativity will be defined and explained. The social network
istockphoto will be used as an example for analysis. According to this example, this study
will be delivered with qualitative and quantitative methods.
Keywords: vernacular creativity, new media, social network, network society, interaction,
digitalization, virtuality, istockphoto.
INTRODUCTION
The current era is desrcibed with the terms like information society, technological society,
electronic society, digital society, network society, etc. Especially the concepts of network
society introduced by Castells and Van Dijk match up clearly with the communication
environment in our day. The communication environments of network society are
interconnected and these connections speed up the communicational exchange through the
networks. An infrastructure of social and media networks takes care the form and
organization of information processing and exchange (Van Dijk 2006: 20). So the network
society can be defined as a social formation with an infrastructure of social and media
networks enabling its prime mode of organization at all levels.
Individuals are coded with the digital charesteristic of the new media via infrastuctures of
social and media networks. This coding becomes more evident especially with the use of
social networks. Individuals with digital identities in a village surrounded by networks are
able to be a part of any social network. It is important to have different features and express
one’s self through these networks. The distinction factor appears according to the creativity of
the individuals. Creativity on the other hand may vary according to the regions. Thus, the
concept of vernacular creativity is defined in the study and it is described with respect to the
examination of a sample picked in light of this definition.
NEW MEDIA
The development in the fields of telecommunication and information technology which
started in 1990s has led to an increase of the media and communication studies, and thus
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new media theory is born. Especially McLuhan, inventor of the term media, argued that the
effects of the electronic revolution in 1950s America were so great as to make educators
displaced persons living in a world that has little to do with the one in which they grew up
(Littlejohn 2009: 684). The development of mass media has given rise to the introduction of
media which may be defined as “new”.
Today’s communication media is going through a transformation process with the presence of
technological developments. The transformation of the communication media is defined with
the concept “new”. The concept of “new” which means unused and opposite of old, cover
both the new and old in the communication media. The “new” goes beyond its meaning by
also covering the communication media which is also defined as “old”. The new media is
increasingly interactive, allowing consumers to choose what information and entertainment
resources thet want, when they want it, and in what form (Dizard 1999: 17). Under the light
of these definitions the new media is defined as the new, different and distinctive space
where individuals actualize, experience the communication process (Yengin 2010: 320).
The definitions of Lister and Manovich analysing and describing the principles of especially
new media in communication studies, form a basis for the academic studies. Manovich
explains the principles of new media with numerical representation, modularity, automation
and variability (Manovich 2001: 27-48). Lister on the other hand categorizes as digitality,
interactivity, hypertextual, networked, virtual and simulated (Lister 2003: 9-44). In light of
these principles, the most significant feature of the new communication media seems to be
code based digitality, interactivity and virtuality. Digitality is the expression of data according
to the binary system. Access to data is fast in digital systems. Interactivity is the situation
where the user intervenes the content of data. Virtuality is the presentation of the simulation
of the reality. The media which bears these features is referred to as new media.
The removal of the space requirement with the new communication media in the last twenty
years has facilitated the access of the individuals to the information sources. Especially the
social networks draw the attention of the individuals and cause them to spend most of their
time in such environments. The individuals who code their identities digitally in such
environments gravitate to different fields amid the endlessness information and improve their
skills. Especially creativity in new media becomes prominent and this creativity changes from
one person to another and from one region to another. As such, the definition of “vernacular
creativity” becomes important.
VERNACULAR CREATIVITY
Information society, a theoretical perspective on advanced capitalism as being predominantly
concerned with post-industrial, network economies that have passed through an industrial age
into a communications age (Laughey 2007: 201). New media is a term which represents a
development rather than describing a specific group of technology or technologies. The
publication and broadcasting of all types of communication factors like texts, sounds, videos,
graphics, photographs and music, which are all multimedia elements, have been possible
through convergence including the new fields which did not allow any access in the past.
Castells’s and Van Dijk’s description of network society perfectly fits the current period. The
individuals who are digitalized in an interconnected and globally and locally braided network
society express themselves through the channels of new media and spend most of their time
in such environments. Social networks are web based virtual space environments offered to
the individuals with the development of internet. In such environments the communication
process takes place in a different way such awareness leads to the increase of interaction
through the rapid exchange of messages. These environments including personal publication,
exchange, conversation, social environment, expression of opinions, tracking, virtual
platform and games differ from each other. In such environments especially the exchange of
information should be fast and at a high level. A good example to this is Facebook social
network with more than half a billion members. In these environments people are able to
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make friends, make observations, share multimedia files, play games, form groups and do
business.
Individuals vary with the social networks which are created in internet environment, as
popular means of culture. The traditional socializing culture is replaced by the digital based
environments. And individuals with the new communication media, display their creativity in
order to express themselves to the environments in social networks in a more effective
manner.
The word creativity derived from creô in Latin means being creative, the one who has the
skill of creating. Creativity requires both skill and ability so it bears the characteristics of
variability. The creativity may change from one person to another. It is mainly because of the
education, social rules, traditions, moral laws and family. Combination of these different
sources lead to creativity. As such, the concept of regionalism gains importance. Various
studies have been conducted especially in the fields of linguistics and architecture focusing
on vernacular. There are dialects especially in Turkish which arise according to the regions.
In such dialects the written form of the Turkish language is same whereas there are
differences in the spoken language. Similarly, we may easily see that every society is
structurized differently. The structurization in İstanbul seems to be more modern whereas it is
more traditional in the rural areas. Therefore, individuals’ intercultural exchanges play an
important role in the formation of vernacular creativity.
Burgess has studies on regional creativity in digital media. In his phd study, Burgess studies
the regional creativity of the photograph in the digital based new media. According to Burges
vernacular creativity is the individuals’ use of their extraordinary creativity via new media
environment which reaches a large mass of people through the effects of creative activism,
fandom and game cultures (Burges 2007, 62-73). Vernacular creativity takes places with the
conveyance and exchange of cultures.

Figure 1: Navajo Indian carrying baby* (left) & EvenFlo Snugli Carrier** (right)
(* http://aleasemichelle.typepad.com/my_weblog/2009/11/native-american-prints-from-thepennington-photo-studio.html
** http://shop.productwiki.com/evenflo-snugli-hug/ )
What draws our attention in Figure 1 is vernacular design. The image on the left represents
fully the traditional and regional understanding designed according to the needs of our day.
This understanding is produced again and updated today with the same traditional perception
without losing its essence. Here the regional appearence is redesigned and adapted to the
present time (Vivancı & Verghese 2010). In this context, vernacular creativity means the
products which are shaped according to the knowledge acquired based on the individuals’
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education, family relations and environments as well as technology. This concept generates
new technocrats especially in the global village surrounded by the networks and brings out
technological (digital) based individuals.
METHODOLOGY
Technological developments lead to the change of form of the communication media.
Through such media surrounded by networks, individuals are able to perform any type of
sharing with their digital identities and develop their creativity with their variable features. In
this study, the regional creativity is examined according to the selected sample. The
photograph area in the istockphoto multimedia network portal, which is selected as a sample,
is studied and the vernacular creativity in the new media is described through evaluations
carried out with quantitative data.
FINDINGS
Internet is rapidly becoming an integral part of our lives. An up-to-date example to this is the
Facebook portal with more than half a billion of users and a number of users which
increases each and every day. This use brings out different possibilities enabling individuals
to find the environments where they can market their creativity and designs. The most up-todate example of sharing in the multimedia field is istockphoto. Set up in 2001 by Bruce
Livingstone, a Canadian entrepreneur, is an online, royalty free, international microstock
photography provider operating with the micropayment business model (Wikipedia, 2011).
The portal declared a USD 72 million profit for 2007 and paid USD 21 million of this amount
to its members. Istockphoto as a new trade model is an international multimedia sharing
platform. The randomly selected photographs in the istockphoto portal should be studied by
going through the features of the loader, requests, downloading and contents.

Table 1: List of data about the randomly selected photographs
(Source: http://www.istockphoto.com, 01.03.2011)
The 20 photographs selected as a sample in the istockphoto portal have been selected
randomly. There are photographers from different countries as far as the contibutors of the
selected photographs are concerned. 75% of those sharing these photographs are photograph
artists. Especially participation from the USA is quite high. Other artists are from Russia,
Turkey, Ukraine, Serbia, Slovenia, Romania, Greece, Hungary and South African countries.
The commencement of membership of the photograph artists vary in the istockphoto portal
which has been operating actively since 2000. The portfolio and the number of the
downloaded photographs of the photograph artists from the USA, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine,
Serbia, Slovenia, Romania, Greece, Hungary and South Africa are striking. In the portfolio of
20 artists there are 35500 photographs in total. On the average 1775 shareable photographs of
the artists are noticeable. The shareability levels of these photographs are pretty high. Each
photograph in the portfolio (35500 pieces) has been downloaded for at least 25 times. They
have been totally shared 893700 times. The average number of the photographs of each
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photographer that have already been shared is 44685 (Table 1). As such, each of the selected
photograph has been shared 25 times on the average and sharing still continues.

Figure 2: Young Writer with Typewriter* (left) & Businessman Mummy** (right)
(* http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-photo-15975897-creative-process-young-writerwithtypewriter.php?st=545d0b4
** http://www.istockphoto.com/stock-photo-14488271businessmanmummy.php?st=ab11a0d)
Morris, an American photographer, who has shared the photograph named “Young Writer
with Typewriter” photographs the young writer sitting on a bunch of books by creating a
composition in order to underline the difficulties of writing a book and the young artists go
through. The Serbian artist sharing the photograph named “Businessman Mummy”
photographs a mummified man in the suit in order to express the difficulties of both business
life and the individuals go through (Figure 2). Artists exhibit in these photographs regional
creativity by making use of cultural traits and their experiences.
It is observed upon the examination of the photographs that the photographers with different
nationalities are involved in a fast and active sharing with the other artists. The shareability
level of only 20 artists’ photographs is high. High sharing level will allow an increase in
number of the sharing portals like istockphoto which is qualified as new media. The reason
the sharing rates are so high is that the access to the new communication media is easy and it
is a system which is open to everyone. Thanks to new media, photograph artists are able to
increase their regional creativity and produce interactive works by enjoying the limitlessness
of sharing and other cultures.
CONCLUSIONS
Technological developments accelerated the development of media, and thus the individuals
have been a part of such media. Through new media, the regional creativity of the
individuals reach large mass of people in a more faster way and it may also vary. The
regional creativity which is shaped according to the individuals’ knowledge based on
education, family relations, environments and technology are reshaped through the new
media. Istockphoto muldimedia sharing portal which is dealt with as new media in our study,
is a media which allows individuals to share independently by means of regional features of
creativity and helps them make financial profits out of these sharings through the new
business model. Such media generates new technochtars especially in the global village
surrounded by the networks and brings out technological (digital) based individuals. While
the foreign productions in new media are increasing they are shared in a very fast way.
Digitilization helps the social networks in photosharing websites like istockphoto to realize
convergence. It helps the people with the identical sharing features come together and give
rise to creative contents. Individuals’ unlimited sharing forms visual sharing revolution by the
help of digital cultures.
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Regionality or regional elements are determining factors as far as the character formation of
individuals is concerned. However, it may be replaced with a common perspective with the
increase of sharings in media and interaction. New media allows individuals to be
committed to a society while finding the chance to represent and express themselves. And it
matches up well with the concept of network society. New media with features like
interaction, digitilization and virtuality adds a new value to itself with the multimedia
products shared through the regional aspects of creativity. The individuality aspect is added
to the new media featurte as a result of individuals’ sharings. The formation of network
society accelerates through the addition of individuality aspect to the characteristic features
of the new media, and the number of the digital based individuals increase with technocrats.
The individuality aspect here increases the interaction with large sharings, and thus the
regional creativity produces its products in the new media in a faster and easier way with a
better connection aided by the interaction feature and proceeds on its way by regenerating
itself.
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